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POREWORD 

Tl-iis Quarterly Technical Report, is submitted to the 
Rome Air üevclopment Center in partial fulfillmert, 
of the reqairerr.entc of Contract 730602-T2-C-0'H7, 
"Coherent Optical Adaptive Techniques". The prOfVM 
was initiated on 20 r.arch 1972. 

The work described in this report was performed by 
the Lasers and Advanced Radiation Systems Group, 
Research and Technolccy Division, Electronics Group 
of North American Kockvell, 3370 Miraloma Ivenue, 
Anaheim, California 92803. 

Major contributors to this effort are; 

Principal Irveati£ator:  C. L. Hayes 

Contributors:          R. A. Brtmdewie 
W. C. Davis 
G. I« Meverr- 
J. F. C00II00 
J. N. Yamsmoto 
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T.  ICTHODUCTICr; 

The first quarterly progrecs report for tl.is  program dercrllod 

in dethil t!ie deci^M at  the optical end electronic tgrstOHi required for 

perforniance testing of the COAT (Coherent Optical Adapri^e Technique:,) 

concept. This report is directed ;owards the results of component tests 

and initial system operational äaxti.    Before presorting these data, 

however, a brief statement of th.- program goals and test procedures is 

appropriate. 

Propagation of coherent radiation through the atmosphere is 

significantly affected by meterolcgioal phenomena and turbulence condi- 

tions. Induced wavefrcnt distortion limits the ability of a system to 

bring such radiatior to a focus as may be required in future systercs. 

The COAT contract is a program directed towards the design, construction, 

and experimental demonstration at  a multi-aperture optical system which 

can effectively compensate fcr such atmospherically induced aberrations. 

Employing the phase conjugation principle for wavefront control, a six- 

element linear array is being fabricated for operation at a wavelength 

of 10.6 Umeters. Detailed tests will be conducted to evaluate perfor- 

mance with respect to the following primary objectives; 

1. Compensate for atmosphere propagation effects at 

10.6 umeters and provide improved focusing capa- 

bility at the target; 

—■-^~-i-—-^—■ ^*^J-. r^-^t-^-^—  ^,..J.— 



2. In a uultiglint tatjftt iMBMrlOj c-:.tüblish the 

ability cf gyilW to lock onto a slncle glint point; 

3. Acquire und UmA  a gUnfe poi..t which r.cvcs acroas 

the array field Of view. 

The last to* InttortM that correction Tor atnoapheric effects 

is not the only benefit to bo derived fror, thr COAT system. Tlie 

ability to provide automatic pointing mi  tracking is inherent to the 

system and within the diffraction limit of a:, array element, the system 

will acquire and track a target. 

To evaluate the performance of this system, tests will be eon- 

ducted ovor -.wo ranges — 1 km and 10 km. These ranges correspond to 

near field and far field operation of the array. Full meterological 

instrumentation is provided to characterize atmospheric parameters and 

data vill be taken in both the adapted and unudapted nodes for compari- 

son with analytical results derived from computer simulation. 
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II.  SUMK .KY 

propagatlo:' at  coherent rudi'-.tio-! throia^l fne atmoc-phere  is 

signifioantly ari'eftcd by raeterologii-al pr.tr.oraena a: U ^ .ri.ulence condi- 

tions. Therrs'il "l-loocing" of high energy beams is also Known to present 

propagation problems. That Is« induced vavefront distortion limits the 

ability of a sycLerc to bring such radiation to an optlmvun focus as nay be 

required Ur MM applications. Theoretical calculations shov that 

the fibility of a fixed focus rystem to concentrate energy does net 

improve with increasing aperture sUe as classical theory predict.; due 

to these effects. Previous contracv.ual efforts --- both theoretical end 

experimental  have shewn that coherent optical adaptive techniques 

(COAT) can be used to compensate for felMM pr-'paga'.; on difficulties. 

The wavefront correction required is accomplished through the use jf 

phase controlled r. .Iti-aperture arrays to correct the distortior, --- 

naturally occurring or induced. In audition, other benefits are derived 

from segmenting the apartON in that smaller., less expensive optical 

components can be used with an associated relaxation in pointing require- 

ments, mounting and pointing hardware. 

Tne first quarterly report furnished in detail the design 

which, when implemented, can accomplish the compensation task.aid 

provide focusing m%  the tar.jet. Table H-l lists some of the pertinent 

design parameters. This report presents some of the results of compoi e.-.t 

evaluation tests for devices to be used in the system. 

11-1 
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. ABU.    II-1 

OQBMBB waa OF COAT mmmBS 

0P11CS 

I 

Number of Aperturca 

Power per Channel 

Size of Apertures 

Array Geometry 

Scatter Suppression 

Opticf.l Katerial for Lenses 
and Bean-splitters 

phase Modulator 

Quarter Wave Plates 

LASKR 

10.^m C02 - Single Mode 

DLTECTORS 

PbSnTe (770K) 

FUCTRONICS 

Post Detection Amplifier 

Processing I-F 

Servo Control 

phase Detector Range 

Trackinp; & Acquisition Bandvidth 
For a Transit Tire of 7.0 ^3 

0.3 watts 

2.^ cm 

Linear (1x6) 
Variable Width 
(nominally 3 cm) 

Polarization Discrimination 
Transritter - Vertical 
Receiver - Morizont-il 

IU.C1 

Acousto-Optic Bragg Cell 
Center Frequency - 18 Ms 

5/J+X Cadmium Sulfide 

60 watts   (max) 

Heterodyne Kode Receiver 

Current Mode Operation 

U.5 MHz 

Phase Lock 

- 2rr radians 

50 KHz 

II« 

- 



Sectior III includes the «Mt resultJ for khfl ;rc:.er.oy 

modulator, detector, IMMT nl electro:.ics sutsyrtfccE. Tht key cle2.c:.-., 

frequency inodulatcr, hau bMB t.horc'-.n: Jy bMted vitii ptrfOnmea WCtin« 

theoretically defined specifications. FJ-hri.-:'.tic;:. of these devices has 

been delayed duo to the luuLility Of ■ ver.do:- to rrcvidc the required 

material (properly oriented (jennanium crystals). Ho\fever, recent del'very 

of sufficient Ge boules to ccr.plctc fabrication e-ssures total system 

implcmentatioti. PbSnTe detectors are now Vci:-- OM! for heterodyne 

receivers and have replaced Ge:Cu devices with their uttendani, require- 

ment for liquid helium. 

Initial system test results ere civen in Section IV alone vith 

a system modification which has been made, performance is clvcc  to 

^ predicted values and sicnal-to-noiüc evaluation for the 1 km ranee indi- 

cates that plenty of margin for operation at a ranr;e of 10 hu. is present. 

Usinc a previously developed Computer simulation routlr.c. a 

' theoretical evaluation of hew the army should perform has been completed. 

These results are presented in Section V and show the auta-atic Requisi- 

tion capability of the syste-n as v.-ell as the concentration of power on 

the target. 

With the completion of frequency modulator fabrication, lystea 

tests of the nn-.y will be started and the power buildup on tarrrt will 

be measured at the target for comparison with computed values. 

11-3 
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III. COMPOiTEIIT EVAIÖÄTIOH 

A.  ACOUSTO-OPTIC rBB&BKt MODUIATCR 

The key tlMMnt in the adaptive system to compensate for wave- 

front aberrations is the freq-c.-icy modulator vhich functions as a.  phase 

correcting device. Details of design are given in the first quarterly 

report and are only briefly presented here. 

It is veil known that Bracg scattering of light and sound in 

a crystal that is transparent to both can be utilized to shift the fre- 

quency of the light. The scattering is a maximum when the laser beam 

is incident upon the acoustic vavefront at the Bragg angle. The scattered 

laser beam is separated from the incident laser team by twice the Bragg 

angle and is Dopplcr-shifted in frequency by an amount equal to the fre- 

quency of the traveling MOUStio wave. By controlling the acoustic fre- 

quency in an appropriate manner, the light is then frequency modulated. 

Since frequency modulation is tantamount to phase modulation, the neces- 

sary phase correctio.i capability is available with this approach. 

The modulator is essentially composed of a germanium substrate 

with a Liirnj_ transducer bonded to one end of the substrate and with an 

acoustic absorber attached to the other end (see Figure III-l). Since 

germanium is transparent to ohe CCu laser only if the crystal tempera- 

ture is not too far above room temperature, a simple but effective cooling 

system has been constructed for maintaining the crystal below room tempera- 

III-l 
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Figure III-l.    Equivalent Electrical Circuits of Modulator at Transducer 
Terminals 
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t\ire  during operation, in general, the mcdulator is sinple to operate 

and effect-5.ve even for a relatively high-povrered laser having a large 

beam Aiaaater (~ 1 cm). Pigart TII-2 is an assenihly drawing illustrating 

the adjustable mount along with the cooling apparatus. 

With the acoustic, propagation in the [100] dir«etian of the 

germanium crystal, and the incident laser beam at Bragg angle to the 

RcouF-tic vavefrc^t, ve have experimentally obtained a conversion efficiency 

of about kO): with 1> watts of electrical power applied to the LiircO^ 

transducer. The conversion efficiency is defined as the ratio of optical 

power in the deflected beam to that in the incident beam. Tu accordance 

with the theoretical prediction for this particular direction of acoustic 

propagation, the observed conversion efficiency is nearly indepeiident of 

the incident laser polarization direction. It should be pointed out that 

a conversion efficiency of k0$  can also be obtained with only about 5 watts 

of electrical power, providing that both the acoustic propagation and the 

laser polarization directions are confined to the [lllj direction of the 

germanium crystal. A disadvantage of the [111] configuration is that the 

conversion efficiency decreases very rapidly as the polarization direction 

deviates from the [111] direction. For our applications it is required 

that the conversion efficiency should not be very sensitive to the direc- 

tion of the laser polarization, and therefore we have confined our effort 

to the case in which the acousLic propagation is in the [100] direction 

of the germanium substrate. 

III-3 
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Figure 171-2.    Illustration of the Acc.iEto-Optical Modulator 
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In order to achieve high conversion efficiency, relatively 

large amounts of electrical power must be coupled in^o the transducer. 

The R-F generator-network comhination of Figure III-3 is used for 

coupling purposes to deliver power o the transducer as represented by 

the equivalent circuit of Figure III-l. The values of Rp and Cp for a 

typical transducer are as shown in Figure 111-4. With this configuration 

a power level of 35 watts at 18 MHz can be applied. 

Experimental testing to date has verified the validity of 

design. The conversion efficiency as a function of acoustic power has 

been determined from the measured optical and electrical powers. Figure 

III-5 illustrates the test results and indicates that the device perfor- 

mance is satisfactory for the particular application being considered. 

The packaged device tested and to be used in the system is 

shown in Figure III-6. Included is the R-F power stage and VCO unit 

which is situated on top of the cooling jacket and positioning mount. 

I 
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Figure 111-4. Electrical Characteristics of Modulator 
VS Acoustic Frequency 
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Figure III-6. Acousto-Optic Frequency Modulator 
for COAT System 
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B. raracfon 

The COAT confi^aration presently being employed utilizes a 

heterodyne receiver in each channel (array element) as part of the 

processing to deterxnine the relative phase betv;een each channel. As 

originally conceived, Ge:Cu detectors were to be used la this capacity. 

However, since that tine the Ilorth American Rockwell Science Center has 

been able to furnish PbSr.Te detectors for use on this program. There 

are several distinct advantages to be gained through use of these devices. 

First, the requirement for operation at liquid He temperature (^K)  is 

relaxed to operation at liquid L temperature (Tl^K) and the inherent 

advantage from a cryogenic standpoint is obvious. Second, the photo- 

voltaic mode of operation yields a 3 db improvement in the quantum-limited 

signal-to-noise ratio when compared to the photoconductive Ge:Cu material. 

Third, the post-detecticn preamplifier can now be operated in the current 

mode to obtain an imprcvement in frequency response through proper imped- 

ance matching techniques. Thus, from a systtrr standpoint, these devices 

are very c^sirable and will be used on this program. 

The six detectors to be used in this effort have been mounted 

in dewars as shown in Figure III-7. The optical system has been designed 

to permit the placement of two detectors in each of three dewars. Tests 

have been run to evaluate frequency response of these devices when coupled 

with a current mode amplifier and are given in Figure III-8. Two different 

III-10 
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Figure III-7. Dewar for Use with PtSnTe Detectors (Two Devices Per 
Dewar) 
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typeü of de:ectorG of difie-orrt diirer.sions (6 and 15 mil diameters) 

were tested. The tests were performed usiog an amplifier havinc a 

bandwidth of , ,; MHz and m  electro-optic modulator to amplitude modulate 

a 10.6 um laoer. The relative response curves indicate successful opera- 

tion is to be expected over a large bandwidth. 

yo facilitate the use of the larger device, a system change 

has been introduced to take advantage of the bettor response in the 

lower frequency range. Several other benefits accrue from this approach 

and will be described in detail in äectien IV. 

: 

111-13 
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C.  ELECTRONICS 

As described in det:-il in the first quarterly report, the COAT 

system can he characterised as a naltiple chrumel heterodyne transceixer 

einployin£ conunon Irunsrcit/receivc optics for eacli channel. Adaptive 

compensation is achieved throuch electroric processing of the received 

signals within a closed loop to i^nerate a transmitted wavefront vhlch 

is the conjuGate of the received vave. At the same time, isolation from 

noise sources and phase perturbations Eust be prcvided. For reference, 

the simplified confif-iration of Figure III-9 which accomplishes these 

tasks is presented. The detector, i-f amplifier, phase detector, voltage 

controlled oscillator, and frequency modulator provide the closed loop 

servo control. This is done ly sampling the relative phase difference 

between each channel and a reference and using thif> signal to control 

the frequency modulator through the voltage controlled oscillator which 

then provides automatic compensation of the -craiismitted vave. 

Each function of the loop has been designed, fabricated and 

tested. The post-detection preamplifier operates in the current mode to 

provide a virtual ground to the detector. A bandwidth of 70 I1H:-. has been 

designed into this unit to facilitate testing procedures. In operation, 

the bandwidth is limited by the i-f amplifier to approximately 200 KH". 

III-l^ 
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The phase detector Which has been mechanised has the charac- 

teristics shown in Figure 111-10. The sensitivity (slope) has been 

set at 1 mv/degree. When coupled with the VCO Which has a frequency 

sensitivity set at 1 KHz/mv, the overall tracking sensitivity is 1 KHz 

per degree of phase error. This gain para ter has been set to this 

value initially, but can readily be changed to provide optimum operation 

if required. When operated in the frequency tracking mode, this system 

can track to + 360 KHz with no ambiguity and should provide adequate 

acquisition margin for a moving target. 

The r-f power to drive the acousto-optic Bragg cell is fur- 

nished by a power amplifier driven by the voltage controlled oscillator. 

Typically, up to 25 watts of power can be delivered to this device and 

good conversion efficiency (^O^o) obtained. 

III-lD 
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D.  LASER 

The COAT laser has been assembled and tests have been completed 

to assure that adequate power and stability will be provided for system 

operation. The basic construction consists of two plasma tubes in a 

folded configuration to obtain the aesired output power in a reasonable 

space (Figure III-ll). Each tube has a bore of 1.1 cm and a gain length 

of 1.5'+ m. The cavity length is 3.5 m which yields a Fresnel number of 

0.86h.    The TEK  polarization direction is defined by means of four 
00 

intracavity Brewster windows of sodium chloride. These windows are mech- 

anically aligned with the table surface and provide the reference polari- 

zation for the COAT optical system. 

In order to minimize amplitude fluctuations in the output beam 

the entire laser structure has been enclosed in a plexiglass shield. This 

shield isolates the intracavity spaces from room air currents which intro- 

duce significant amplitude fluctuations. Also isolated are acoustic 

coupled perturbations from the room environment. In addition, vhe enclo- 

sure serves as a dust shield and reduces maintenance requirements on the 

laser optics. 

Performance tests have yielded a TZt^  measured output of 60 

watts in the P(20) transition. Amplitude stability was measured with a 

wide bandwidth PbSnTe detector and a variation of less than 1^ was recorded 

and is well within the acceptable limits. 

3; III-18 
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The solf-compensating interferometer being used to implement 

the optical assembly directs a portion of the output energy hack towards 

the laser cavity. Without adequate isolation, the laser would exhibit 

instabilities since an attempt would be made to lock onto this injected 

signal. However, this instability occurs only Hfttr a i+00 m  threshold 

is met (the return polarization is orthogonal to the exiting polariza- 

tion). Making use of a Ge Brewster window in the beam path to discrim- 

inate and reject the orthogonal polarization, interaction effects of 

th:'.s nature have been completely eliminated. 

I 

: 
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IV.    SYSTa.l EVALUATION 

i. 

A.  SYSTH.l MODEFICATIOK 

One channel of the array has been constructed for performance 

evaluation as shown in Figure IV-1. Of interest in these preliminary 

tests was the overall system sensitivity to signals received from the 

one kilometer site. Measurements of sipnal-to-noise ratio, RFI, effects 

of detector responsivity, modulator conversion efficiency, scatter sup- 

pression, and quarter wave plate integrity were made. As a result of 

these tests, a system modificatirn has been made as shown by Figure IV-2. 

Several advantages are gained from this configuration without 

changing the phase conjugation principle of the system. The only change 

which is made is the carrier frequency at which the infonaation is 

processed. Three reasons for making this modification are as follows; 

1. Depending upon the type of detector used in the 

system, frequency response characteristics indicate 

that better perf^rmarce can be obtained at the 

lower frequencies. This includes the possible 

phase delays which can be introduced by the 

detector/amplifier combination as well as the 

phase variance from unit to unit. In addition, 

operation of the PbSnTe detector into a current 

mode amplifier is made easier by the higher ampli- 

fier gains available. 

IV-1 
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Figure IV-1.    One Cliannel of COAT Array 
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2. RFI introducei by the high power drivers for 

the frequency modulators no longer competes 

with the received signal. That is, the driver 

frequencies and second harmonic are at 18 MHz 

and 36 MHz, and the new carrier frequency is 

at ^.5 MHz. 

3. Operation of the processing electronics at a 

lower carrier also facilitates the phase detec- 

tion process. By reducing the basic information 

rate from 36 MHz to 4.5 MHz, almost an order of 

magnitude improvement in any phase errors due to 

cabling and circuit layout effects has been 

accomplished. 

In the new configuration, an additional frequency shifter has 

been inserted into the local oscillator arm of the system. The frequency 

of. this unit is set at 15.75 MHz. When combined with the return signal, 

the information carrier is at U.5 MHz. That is, 2 x (l8.0 - 15.75) MBl« 

A minor benefit gained from this approach is that the local oscillator 

power delivered to the detectors is now readily controlled by merely 

adjusting the RF drive power to the frequency shifter. Thus, optimum 

detector performance in the heterodyne mode is easily obtained. 
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B.  1 KM TEST RAIIGE 

All testing to date hft8 oeen done over the 1 km test range to 

a "pcxnt" target. Figure IV-3 shows the transmitting and receiving sites 

for this range. Also shown is the instrumentation provided for charac- 

terizing the atmospheric parameters. At each site, these instruments 

have been located as near to the actual transmission path as is practical 

and yet avoid any anomalous factors which might be introduced by being 

too close to the buildings. 

Power and instrumentation at the receiving site is provided by 

a mobile van equipped for this purpose. Figure IV-^ shows this unit with 

a diesel-powered generator and some of the instrumentation. All weather 

parameters including data for determination of the integrated refractive 

index structure constant over the transmission path will be recorded at 

this site. All data from measurement of the power distribution at the 

target for both the adapted and unadapted modes will be recorded for 

permanent storage. 
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C.  TEST REGULTS 

As stated previcusly, iriitial teGts of tlM systei;! have beer, 

directed tovards an evaluation Of sycten components alone v;ith deter- 

mining performance factors such as signal-to-noise ratio. With the 

system modification as shuvm in Fifiure IV-2, ^00 mi at  power MM tnmt 

mitted to the target i'ro.i  one channel. All components performed as pre- 

dicted vith a resultant sit,nal-to-i;oise ratio of 60 AX   using processir.g 

electronics Jiaving a bandvidth compatible witi) t};c final system. 

Experience on other prograjrE has shown that systems which 

employ common transmit/receive optics can be hampered ly co!t.pon--nt 

scatter from lens sun-aces, mounts, etc., unless appropriate precautions 

are taken. To this end, a polarization disorininat: r-n feature was 

designed into this configuration to reduce these effects, '..'hile Lotal 

discrimination is dependent upon having ideal components, our tests 

f howed the scattered sig:.al to be -!>r, db below the return signal level. 

Thus, the system devised to av;.id theje problems is very effective in 

that comparahle signals w:uld be f;xnected without such an apcroach. 

It should be pointed out that at this time this jyscem has net 

been optiulr.ed. While 60 db of ShK provides plenty of signal margin for 

both the 1 and 10 km ranges, another 20 db improvement is Iv be expected. 

The full array is now being asseirhled for complete system tests incor- 

porating all of the features inoorporr.ted in the single channel. 
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V. COMPUTER SILIULATIOK 

An important part of the COAT prograra is manifested in being 

able to predict not only the operational capatilUies of present systems 

but also the merits of advanced systems. Among the factors which raust 

be considered are the number of elements in the array, the array geometry, 

the element spacing, element pointing, the ele-ent size, length of 

atmospheric turbulence, moving targets, and noise perturbations, etc. A 

coraputar routine has been developed previously to perform a simulation 

while permitting any one or all of these factors to be changed. Some of 

the resultr. obtained for the present program are presented below. 

For the data presented here, the simulation was done for a 

linear array of six elements having apertures of 2.5 cm spaced 3.0 cm 

on center. All transmitted beams are aligned so as to be parallel; that 

is, individual pointing of the elements is not considered. The target, 

located at t ranee of 1 Icn, is offset from the center of the array field 

of view by 10 cm. This is done to demonstrate the fact that as long as 

the target is in the field of view of the individual elements, the array 

will deliver maximum energy automatically. This is tantamount to traclung 

i target within the field of view. 
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Figure V-l indicates what the initial distribution of energy 

at the target plane would be for an array having a Gaussian distribution 

of power across each element. The Initial intensity at the target is 

seen to be quite low. Upon completing the adaption process, the final 

distribution of energy is that shown by Figure V-? (four adaption loops). 

That is, the distribution has stabilized with maxlmiun power on the 

target. Figure V-3 indicates how this power buildup took place as 

a function of time and also indicates the improvement factor to be 

gained relative to the initial distribution. Fabrication of the array 

and testing instrumentation to verify these conclusions are now proceeding 

for full scale tests. 
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